Romp
Romp has the eﬀect of luring the listener in with the playfulness implied in its title only to take us on a brief intense and
driving excursion. The piece creates tension between the D ostinato that propels the piece forward and melodic and harmonic forays that attempt to it pull away from its tonal and rhythmic center. The punch line of this ‘romp’ is that the locomotion in D never ﬂags. It moves from the left hand bass realm into center range for the right hand but always keeps its
force at any dynamic. There are melodic echoes of Milhaud and Copland against Alexander’s subtle and surprising rhythms
that manipulate and shift our expectations from where we thought our ears wanted to go into the world of not knowing
what’s ahead. It is mesmerizing and compelling music.

Duration: ca. 7 min.
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